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About This Game

Rainbow Snake Is A Beautiful Classic Game.

Eating Food, Snake Painted In Different Colors.
Collect a colorful snake and avoid the green walls.

Simple Game Mechanics

Use arrows or WASD for control

You will lose when you hit the wall and eat yourself
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It is a very nice and simple Snake game, to invest your time. The archivements are easy to obtain and you need a 16:9 screen,
because if you got a 5:4 screen, you are screwed. The left and right borders are invisible and sometimes those pellets are there
and you can't see them.

I wished, there would be a option, to play this game in Windowed mode, because then this problem would not appear. Thank
you for the game developer! :-). Great my ddues. Rainbow Snake is a game of true skill. The poor snake is shoved into a death
box. You, snake, must eat the pellets dropped down upon yourself, then 360 quickscope the walls immediately as you are high
af because that's what happens when you play this game... 10/10 would Rainbow Snake again. (100% achievements in 7
minutes). Paid about $0.10 for this game, and honestly, it was worth EVERY PENNY.

Got all 8 achievements within 10 minutes, while just listening to music, it's just a background game, like League of Legends..
GUYS I LITERALLY HAVE ALMOST 3,500 HOURS IN AMRA 3 AND I QUIT TO STREAM THIS PROFESSIONALLY.
THE GRAPHICS ARE 10/10 GRADE. THE MECHANICS OF THE GAME ARE AMZING YOUR SNAKE DOESNT
DISCONECT AT ALL WHEN YOU TURN. THE GAME IS EXTREMELY ADDICTING. I CAN ONLY WISH THEY CAN
PARTNER WITH ME IN MY TWITCH STREAMS OF IT. OH I FORGOT EVER SINCE THIS GAME CAME OUT I
RETIRED FROM BEING A PRO SLITHER PLAYER TO PLAY THIS. IT IS MUCH HARDER THEN SLITHER I
PROMISE. DEFINITELY EXTREMELY ADDICTING BE WARNED. WORTH THE 1$ I SPENT MAYBE MORE. <3. It's
as great as a port of Snake can be. cheap game for 1 hour. dying by eating yourself was the biggest handicap of classical snake
since nokia days, but no more; if you care.. always loved the classic snake game and this one delivers beautifully in rainbow!

really enjoy it, great game to pass the time with, and the new mode is hilariously difficult :)

love it, thanks!. I bought this game. The first thing I thought was "why did I waste 4 bucks on this?" But I started playing it, even
tho I know there are free flash snake games I still really like this one. Like I honestly thought this was a waste of money but it
was kinda worth it, so I say go ahead and buy it.
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Great game, 10/10.
I'll be waiting for games from you in the futute :)

-The new self proclaimed WR holder for Rainbow Snake. Legendary game. Do recommend, best graphics since (insert game
here).. Great Great Great Game worth 11/10 best game iv ever played its very good :). I got this game for 10 cents, and played it
to get the achievements. They were insanely easy to complete in like 5 minutes and for some reason you don't die when you
collide with yourself, you just pass on through. Frankly this game is way too easy to be fun, but it did kill 5 minutes and if you
get it on a coupon. Go for it, lol.. how did this game even made it on steam...... it is way to good for steam. told barbs gifted it
me, Its oreyt. t༼ ຈ͜لຈ༽ށ t༼ ຈ͜لຈ༽ށ t༼ ຈ͜لຈ༽ށ. Games should be more like this nowadays.
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